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Poenitz began studying composition in Berlin with Carl Friedrich Weitzmann at the age of 11,
and in 1862 the first of his works, the Romance for harp, was published. Later compositions
included the opera Cleopatra (1888, unpublished; libretto by Otto Franz Gensichen) and, under the
pseudonym Francesco Benizzo, the opera parody Una famiglia fina (1894; libretto by Enrico
Tornoero [Heinrich Tornauer]), which was performed in Berlin, Bremen, Prague and Wiesbaden. His
compositions for harmonium, of which he was also a virtuoso, were particularly successful, while
other works indicate his fine sense of humour.

Poenitz and his wife Else (née Herrlich) had two daughters, Charlotte and Eva. Franz loved
nature, travelled frequently in Scandinavia, and was an avid hunter and fisherman, as well as a
talented painter. He died on 19 March 1912 from complications following an appendectomy.
www.franz-poenitz.de
� Andreas Fischer, 2012
Translation: Richard Evidon
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Franz Poenitz: harpist, composer and painter

Franz Poenitz was born Franz Burkowitz on 17 August 1850 in Bischofswerder, a small town in
West Prussia (now Biskupiec Pomorski in north-eastern Poland), where the family of his merchant
father had been living for three generations. Franz, his parents’ first child, was two when his mother
died giving birth to their third; he and his sister Therese, a year younger, were then raised by their
mother’s childless sister, who was married to Heinrich Poenitz, concertmaster of the Kroll Opera in
Berlin. It was he who recognised Franz’s exceptional musical talent and was responsible for his
training.

Although Franz’s foster-father first taught him the violin, a friend of the family who played the
harp was so impressed by the five-year-old’s ability that he persuaded Heinrich to allow the boy to
learn the harp as well, and a small harp was brought to the house that very day. The date of Franz’s
first harp lesson is recorded as 19 November 1855, and in a few years he had made such progress
that his teacher was unable to offer him further instruction. At a concert organised by the Russian
delegation in Berlin, the envoy called on Franz to perform a piece for him. His playing attracted a
great deal of attention and the Intendant Grev v. Rhedern, who was in attendance, immediately
arranged for a royal stipend to allow the boy to develop his talent under the guidance of Louis
Grimm, founder of the modern German school of harp playing.

Heinrich Poenitz took Franz (still aged only six), to Sweden for concerts, which were a
triumphant success. In 1857 Franz appeared as a ‘child prodigy’ in the then-famous Bilse Concerts
in Berlin, and in 1858 he became a member of the Kroll Orchestra. At that point Franz assumed the
professional name of Poenitz, initially as Poenitz-Burkowitz. By the age of 11, his playing was so
advanced that he was able to deputise for his indisposed teacher in Taglioni’s highly successful ballet
Ellinor, in performances that were met with enthusiastic applause.

At Grimm’s suggestion, together with Heinrich, Franz made a successful concert tour of
Scandinavia. From the age of 15 until his death almost 50 years later, he worked as a chamber
musician at the Berlin Royal Court Opera (in 1891 he was named a chamber virtuoso). In 1876 he
played as one of the ‘Bayreuth Seven’, the harp section at Wagner’s festival theatre. He was a chief
representative of the ‘Berlin School’ founded by Grimm, along with his colleagues Alfred Holý and
Wilhelm Posse, and became particularly famous for his unusual ability to play extremely softly. His
former pupil Max Saal succeeded him at the Court Opera. 
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1934’. Performances with Hans Zingel in Berlin were documented during 1926: on 31 January as
Schwedisches Intermezzo and on 28 February as Intermezzo. This is the piece’s first recording,
based on a transcription by Laura Vinciguerra.

Friede in Jesus Op.22 is a hymn for medium voice with harmonium and harp (violin or cello ad
libitum). It was performed by a trombone choir of chamber musicians from the Berlin Royal Court
Opera at the beginning of Franz Poenitz’s funeral on 23 March 1912.

Weihnachtslied Op.60 is taken from an unpublished manuscript, c.1900, for soprano or tenor
and harmonium, harp or piano.

Wikingerfahrt Op.80, Poenitz’s last published work, appeared in 1913, a year after his death.
Poenitz’s brother-in-law Knut Ekwall – a Swedish painter married to the composer’s sister Therese –
may have been the source of this work’s subject. Ekwall achieved renown in the 1880s for works
that included his 12 illustrations of Frithiof’s Saga by the Swedish Romantic poet Esaias Tegnér.
Poenitz repeatedly visited his brother-in-law to hunt, fish and make music on the small island of
Romanö in Lake Sommen in southern Sweden. It may have been here that he became acquainted
with the Icelandic saga about the Viking Frithiof, who was sent far away over the sea but finally
returned to marry his love Ingeborg.
� Andreas Fischer, 2012
Translation: Richard Evidon
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Songs and Hymns with harp

The Fantasia in G flat Op.65, composed in 1902, is dedicated to Franz Poenitz’s Berlin colleague and
friend Wilhelm Posse. This work is the perfect embodiment of the fantasia, an instrumental genre in
which, as its name suggests, the emphasis is on formal and melodic freedom. Indeed, one of the
piece’s key characteristics is its improvisatory and rhapsodic feel, with contrasting episodes freely
alternated. Its technical complexity and thematic inventiveness are striking, as is the skilfully worked
dialogue between the two instruments – equal partners in the warp and weft of the music.

Spukhafte Gavotte Op.75 (1907) is subtitled ‘On a poem by Heinrich Heine’. The words ‘spuk’
(‘spook’) and ‘gavotte’ point to Heine’s poem Maria Antoinette, a ghostly work that depicts the queen
in the Tuileries Palace: in ceremonial fashion, her courtiers prepare their mistress for her daily
reception although the guillotine has already relieved them all of their heads. One can only speculate
as to whether Poenitz was actually referring to this poem; for a court musician in contact with the
emperor, such as an act would have been rather provocative!

Der Fischer Op.28, based on Goethe’s 1779 ballad of the same title (The Fisherman), has been
set to music a number of times, notably by Reichardt (1809), Schubert (1815), Berlioz (1832),
Loewe (1835), Rheinberger (1867) and Richard Strauss (1877), as well as the Brazilian composer
Claudio Santoro (1984; as O pescador for voice and organ or strings and harp). Poenitz’s setting for
voice and harp is a rarity. 

Der Fischer may have been inspired by the suicide of a young nobleman who drowned himself in
the Ilm near Goethe’s house, carrying a copy of Goethe’s novel Die Leiden des jungen Werthers.
There was great anxiety in the vicinity of the tragedy for a considerable time, as can be discerned in
this letter from Goethe to Charlotte von Stein, dated 19 January 1778, two days after the suicide:

‘Good night, my angel. Look after yourself and do not go down there. This enticing sorrow has something

dangerously attractive about it, like the water itself; and the reflection of the stars in the heavens that shines

out of both beckons us.’ 

(Quoted by Timothy Sharp, script for a concert at the Hildesheim Stadttheater, 24 February 1999).

The unpublished six-page manuscript of Poenitz’s Intermezzo belongs to the estate of Dr Hans
Joachim Zingel (Musicology Institute of the University of Cologne), where it was discovered in July
2009. It bears a stamp ‘Dr. phil. Hans Joachim Zingel’, as well as the handwritten note ‘Bayreuth
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Lehn dich an ihn mit hoffendem Gemüthe,
wenn auch schon rinnet deine Tränenfluth;
er nimmt dich auf mit endlos großer Güte,
er ist so gut.

Sei unbesorgt, in seiner Heilandsnähe
bist du geborgen, irres Herze du;
da löset seine Lieb‘ und Gnade deine Wege,
da hast du Ruh.

Weihnachtslied Op.60
7 Nun bricht die heil’ge Nacht herein

Mit Glockenklang und Kerzenschein.
Und jedem grünen Tannenbaum
Erstrahlt ein lichter Märchentraum.
Wie ziehst du still in meine Brust,
Du wundersel’ge Weihnachtslust.
Vor meinen Blicken wird es weit
Und lächelnd winkt die Jugendzeit.

Sie naht mit leisem Feentritt.
Ach, alle Wonnen bringt sie mit.
Des Lebens Sorge, Gram und Weh
Versank in des Vergessens See.
Oh läutet, Glocken, läutet hell
Verlöscht, ihr Kerzen, nicht zu schnell.
Im Osten blinkt der Morgenstern:
Sei mir gegrüßt, du Tag des Herrn!
(Friedrich Dannemann)

Sie sang zu ihm, sie sprach zu ihm:
„Was lockst du meine Brut
Mit Menschenwitz und Menschenlist
Hinauf in Todesglut?
Ach wüsstest du, wie’s Fischlein ist
So wohlig auf dem Grund,
Du stiegst herunter, wie du bist,
Und würdest erst gesund.

Labt sich die liebe Sonne nicht,
Der Mond sich nicht im Meer?
Kehrt wellenatmend ihr Gesicht
Nicht doppelt schöner her?
Lockt dich der tiefe Himmel nicht,
Das feuchtverklärte Blau?
Lockt dich dein eigen Angesicht
Nicht her in ew’gen Tau?“

Das Wasser rauscht’, das Wasser schwoll,
Netzt’ ihm den nackten Fuß;
Sein Herz wuchs ihm so sehnsuchtsvoll
Wie bei der Liebsten Gruß.
Sie sprach zu ihm, sie sang zu ihm;
Da war’s um ihn geschehn;
Halb zog sie ihn, halb sank er hin
Und ward nicht mehr gesehn.
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe)

Friede in Jesu Op.22
6 O thu das Weh aus deinem Herzen, 

vertraue dich nur deinem Herrn;
er wird dir lindern alle deine Schmerzen,
er hilft so gern.

Der 13. Psalm Davids Op.30
2 Herr, wie lange willst du mein so gar

vergessen?
Wie lange verbirgest du dein Antlitz vor mir?
Wie lange soll ich sorgen in meiner Seele
und mich ängsten in meinem Herzen täglich?
Wie lange soll sich mein Feind über mich 

erheben?
Schaue doch und erhöre mich, Herr, mein 

Gott.
Erleuchte meine Augen, dass ich nicht im 

Tode entschlafe,
dass nicht mein Feind rühme, er sei mächtig

worden,
und meine Widersacher sich nicht freuen,
dass ich darnieder liege.
Ich hoffe aber darauf, dass du so gnädig bist,
mein Herz freuet sich, dass du so gerne hilfst.
Ich will dem Herrn singen,
dass er so wohl an mir tut.

Der Fischer Op.28
4 Das Wasser rauscht’, das Wasser schwoll,

Ein Fischer saß daran,
Sah nach dem Angel ruhevoll,
Kühl bis ans Herz hinan.
Und wie er sitzt und wie er lauscht,
Teilt sich die Flut empor:
Aus dem bewegten Wasser rauscht
Ein feuchtes Weib hervor.

Harmonium
Alexandre (1862), belonging to Claudio Brizi

Stop List
S – Sourdine
0 – Forté
6 – Contrebasson
5 – Voix Humaine
4 – Basson
3 – Clairon
2 – Bourdon
1 – Cor Anglais
E – Expression
1 – Flûte
2 – Clarinette
3 – Fifre
4 – Hautbois
5 – Voix Céleste
6 – Musette
0 – Forté
T – Trémolo
Genouillère – G – Grand Jeu



Susanna Bertuccioli
Susanna Bertuccioli completed her musical studies at the
Gioacchino Rossini Conservatory in Pesaro where she
graduated with the highest honours, under the guidance of
Bianca Maria Monteverde. She continued her studies at the
Curtis Institute of Philadelphia, under Marilyn Costello, and
in Bucharest, with Ion Ivan-Roncea.

Susanna Bertuccioli was the winner of the 3rd Salvi Harp
Competition and the XI edition of the Petrini Zamboni
Competition. Between 1982 and 1984 she was the first harp
of the Orchestra Giovanile Italiana and European Union
Youth Orchestra, and in 1985 she became first harp of the
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino Orchestra, where she continues
to work with conductors such as Zubin Mehta, Riccardo
Muti, Lorin Maazel, Georges Prêtre and Seiji Ozawa. She
has collaborated with the Orchestra della Radio Svizzera
Italiana, the London Sinfonietta and the Filarmonica
Toscanini, and in 2007 was invited by Zubin Mehta to

perform with the Israel Philarmonic Orchestra.
In addition to her classical performances, she dedicates time to the study of wider-ranging

repertoire, including jazz, pop and world music. In 2001 she recorded the CD Nevel for Beat
Records, a musical conversation that goes from tango to blues, using a fusion of South American
rhythms. Further CDs include Celtic Music and New Percussion for RAI TRADE, Selva de Varij
Passaggi with Ensamble d’Allegrezza on Symphonia, Mistic Canto for Rugginenti, and Storie di
Donne as part of Tuscae Gentes.
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Laura Vinciguerra
Laura Vinciguerra obtained a first-class degree with honours
at the Academy of Music of Perugia, studying with Victoria
Jordanova, Judith Liber, Catherine Michel and Susanna
Bertuccioli. Following her diploma, she received a first-class
degree with honours in second level solo interpretation and
instrumental didactics.

She has performed in Italy and abroad as a soloist, a
member of chamber groups, and with orchestras including
the Symphony Orchestra of Perugia, the Soloists of Perugia,
the Juvenile Symphony Orchestra of Viterbo, the Juvenile
Philharmonic Society of Tubingen, the Chamber Orchestra of
the Bielorussian Academy of Minsk, the Lyric Orchestra of
Terni, the Kronstadt Philarmoniker di Brasov, the ORT and
the Juvenile Italian Orchestra, under the direction of
Gabriele Ferro and Lu Jia.

She has created a number of chamber ensembles, for
which several famous Italian composers have written music

(Gianluca Podio, Marino Baratello, Francesco Santucci, Pier Paolo Scattolin, Carlo Pedini). She has
performed in jazz groups alongside the Soloists of Perugia, performing with artists like George
Benson and Francesco Cafiso, with whom she recorded a CD dedicated to Charlie Parker. 

She has also made recordings of solo and chamber repertoire for Brilliant Classics, Max
Research, Arte Nomade and Rai Trade. In January 2009 she performed in the first night of the
oratorio Beata Angela da Foligno by Carlo Pedini (whose Testamento di Angela for harp is
dedicated to her), released on DVD and CD for Egea-Quadrivium Records.
www.lauravinciguerra.com
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Claudio Brizi
Claudio Brizi graduated in organ and organ
composition in the class of Wijnand van de Pol at
the Morlacchi Conservatory in Perugia. He also
studied harpsichord with A. Conti at the Giovanni
Battista Martini Conservatory in Bologna.

Brizi has appeared at some of the world’s most
prestigious musical institutions as a
harpsichordist, organist and conductor. He has
performed with many leading instrumentalists and
singers, including Edith Mathis, Lynne Dawson,
Ernst Haefliger (voice), Wolfgang Schulz (flute),
Stefano Bagliano (recorder), Thomas Indermühle
(oboe), Wolfgang Meyer (clarinet), Henk de Wit
(bassoon), Hans Peter Schuh (trumpet), Stephan

Dohr (horn), Ian Bousfield (trombone), Markus Wolf (violin), Serge Collot (viola), Christoph
Henkel (cello) and Maurizio Moretti (piano). The most important orchestral works for solo organ
and harpsichord are in his repertoire, which stretches from the end of the Renaissance to the latest
avant-garde pieces. He has recorded some 60 CDs.

A composer himself, Brizi is particularly interested in the study of contemporary musical
expressions, collaborating with famous Italian and international composers, some of whom have
dedicated compositions to him. He is involved in musicological and organistic research, and in
drawing up specifications for the construction of new organs.

Claudio Brizi is professor of organ and organ composition at the Giacomantonio Conservatory in
Cosenza, and leads postgraduate courses in Europe and Japan.
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Sophie Marilley
Sophie Marilley was born in Fribourg, Switzerland. She
studied singing at the Music Conservatory of her native
town, where she graduated in 1999. She has attended
masterclasses with Irwin Cage, Brigitte Fassbaender and
Anthony Rolfe-Johnson, among others. In 2000 and 2001
she was engaged at the Flanders Opera Studio, under the
direction of Guy Joosten, and in the following year she was a
prizewinner at the 2002 Belvedere contest in Vienna.

Sophie Marilley began her career at the Fribourg Opera,
where she played the title role in La Périchole and Lazuli in
L’étoile. Between 2001 and 2005 she was a soloist at the
Osnabrück Opera, performing in Le nozze di Figaro
(Cherubino), Così fan tutte (Dorabella), La Cenerentola (title
role), La Périchole (title role), Die Fledermaus (Orlofsky)
and Der Rosenkavalier (Octavian). During this period she
also performed at the Flanders Opera, the Wexford Festival
Opera and the St Gall Opera, and in 2005 and 2006

appeared at the Graz Opera, the Lausanne Opera and the Nantes Opera – where she performed
again in 2006 and 2007.

From 2006 Marilley was engaged as a soloist in the ensemble of the Wiener Staatsoper, where
she has performed parts such as Cherubino (Le nozze di Figaro), Stéphano (Roméo et Juliette) and
Nicklausse (Les contes d’Hoffmann). As a guest, she has performed at the Teatro Sao Carlo in
Lisbon and at the Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie in Brussels. Since 2011, she has been a member of
the ensemble of the Staatsoper Stuttgart.
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Special thanks to Andreas Fischer and the Poenitz family.

www.franz-poenitz.de

Recording: 5–10 October 2011, Museo di Santa Croce, Umbertide, Perugia, Italy
Sound engineer: Luca Ricci 
Cover image: Painting by Franz Poenitz
� & � 2012 Brilliant Classics
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SONGS AND HYMNS WITH HARP

1 Fantasia in G flat Op.65* (1902) 11’40
2 Der 13. Psalm Davids Op.30* for mezzo-soprano and harp (1892) 4’34
3 Spukhafte Gavotte Op.75 for two harps (1907) 7’34
4 Der Fischer Op.28* for soprano/tenor and harp (1891) 6’55
5 Intermezzo* for two harps 5’59
6 Friede in Jesus Op.22* 4’25

for mezzo-soprano, harp and harmonium (1889)
7 Weihnachtslied Op.60* for mezzo-soprano, harp and harmonium (1900) 3’02
8 Wikingerfahrt Op.80* for two harps (1913) 9’43

Laura Vinciguerra harp I · Susanna Bertuccioli harp II
Sophie Marilley mezzo-soprano · Claudio Brizi harmonium

*World premiere recordings

Poenitz 1850–1912

Franz


